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Trope Bundles in Plato’s Timaeus
Christopher Buckels

I’m going to argue that Plato employs a trope bundle theory in the Timaeus. Plato is not, of

course, a trope nominalist, but a trope realist; his tropes coexist with abstract universals, the

Forms. Tropes are property-instances or particular properties; in Plato’s language, they are

‘suches’ (τοιαῦτα) or Form images. When one feels hot, one feels a particular heat, this heat,

not heat in general. This heat is a trope, a heat trope. While trope theorists generally take tropes

to be fundamental entities (out of which universals can be constructed), Plato’s tropes are

dependent upon Forms, as the name ‘Form image’ implies. So a heat trope is, for Plato, an image

of Heat, the Form Heat. A trope bundle theorist goes on to say that ordinary objects are

constructed from tropes and a compresence relation. Fire, a common example for Plato, turns out

to be a bundle of compresent heat, color, shape, and so on. Plato grounds compresence in

location; ordinary objects are bundles of collocated Form images, which are located in an

absolute space that Plato calls “the Receptacle.”

I will go through these details again more slowly, explaining a bit more about tropes and

bundles. I will also look at some novel features of Plato’s bundle theory in comparison with

contemporary theories. First, however, we will take a look at some key passages in the Timaeus.

In the interest of time, I will paraphrase rather than quote the dialogue, though I will try to show

the differences between two main schools of translation of the passages, since the passages we

will be examining are by far the most disputed in the dialogue. Timaeus, who is attempting to

give a likely account of the generation of the universe, begins our section of his speech with a

puzzle about the four traditional elements, fire, earth, air, and water.

I. Tropes in the Timaeus

Timaeus argues that, since each of the elements appears to turn into the others, there is no

kind of element that one can confidently affirm to be one stable, particular sort rather than any

other sort. The idea seems to be this: take a bit of water. You cannot confidently affirm that this

stuff is water, since I can put it in a pot on the stove and turn that same stuff into air (steam). A

similar problem will, it seems, occur with any stuff; you could do something to it to turn it into a

different kind of stuff. Timaeus is, it seems, looking for something that we can confidently call
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one stable, particular sort of thing. We would expect, then, his solution to be of the following

form: we can confidently affirm that x is F, where F is one stable, particular sort of thing. In fact,

we should hope that his solution gives us an x that we can confidently assert to be fire, and a y

that is water, and so on, since his puzzle is about the elements.

There are two common translations of the passage that follows this puzzle (49d3-50a4);

since this passage is one of the most highly disputed of the dialogue, as I said, I won’t be able to

offer a full argument for my translation in this short time, but I will take it that the best

translation will offer a solution to the puzzle that matches the formula I gave above.

One translation, which its proponents call the “Traditional Translation,”1 tells us that we

can call fire “what is such,” and we can call water “what is such.” In general, this translation tells

us, anything that we normally call “this” or “that” should be called “what is such” instead.

My translation, following that of Harold Cherniss,2 tells us that we should call what is

such on each occasion, i.e., what is always fiery, “fire,” and what is always such, i.e., what is

always watery, “water.” In general, according to my translation, our common names for things

refer to ‘suches’ rather than to things or stuff.

Let’s return to the formula I gave above. A simplified version is:

1. We should call x F.

An example of what we are looking for is:

2. We should call x “fire.”

The Traditional Translation gives us:

3. We should call fire “what is such.”

My translation gives us:

4. We should call the such “fire.”

My translation, then, matches the kind of solution we would expect to Timaeus’ puzzle; we

cannot call any particular stuff “fire,” he complained, but now he tells us that there is something

we can call “fire,” namely, this-such thing, this fieriness. In 4, I take fire to be the predicate, and

we are looking for a suitable x of which we can safely predicate fire. The Traditional Translation,

instead, offers us (in 3) a name for fire; we should call fire “what is such.” It takes fire to be the x,

and we are looking for a suitable predicate for it. We were never looking for a name or predicate

1 Zeyl 2000, pp. lvi-lxiv.
2 Cherniss 1954.
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for fire, though, since we weren’t really sure what fire was in the beginning. We could not

distinguish it from water, because all the stuff that seemed to be fire also seemed to be water, at

some other point.

The suitable subject for the predicate fire, on my interpretation, is a fiery such. It is not a

‘this,’ but a ‘this-such.’ Timaeus, on my translation, tells us this directly: don’t call this “fire,”

but call this-such on each occasion “fire.” The Traditional Translation, as may be expected,

reverses things: don’t call fire “this,” but call fire “what is such.” We have not, however, been

puzzled about how to use the word “this;” we’ve been puzzled about fire. Since my translation

gives us the right kind of answer, and the Traditional Translation does not, I take mine to be

preferable, though I do not claim to have refuted the other interpretation decisively. For the rest

of the paper, however, I will ignore it.

When Timaeus, on my translation, tells us not to call this fire, we should imagine him

pointing to a fire (or, more likely, pretending to point to fire). Don’t call that “fire,” he would say,

because that same stuff can transform into air (smoke) when I pour water on it. Instead, he would

say, call what is such “fire,” that is, call whatever is fiery and burning “fire.” Call some instance

of fieriness “fire.” But never call some stuff “fire,” because the stuff isn’t really fire; in fact, it

doesn’t seem to be really be anything. Any predicate you assign it could, it seems, fail to apply to

it at some point; moreover, a contradictory predicate could, in all likelihood, be assigned to that

same stuff. Are we even safe in calling it “stuff”? Couldn’t it be destroyed completely, resulting

in ‘non-stuff’?

Timaeus goes on to give a couple more examples of the kind of predicates he has in mind,

including hot and white. We should not call any thing hot, since it could also be cold, nor should

we call anything white, since it could be a different color. But we can call an instance of heat hot,

since an instance of heat can never be anything else, and we can call an instance of whiteness

white, since that whiteness could never be a different color than it is.

The entities we are discussing—the x in our formula, “we can call x F”—are property-

instances. Supposing, for the moment, that there is a property Fness corresponding to every

predicate F, we can always call an instance of Fness F. Therefore, Timaeus argues for the

existence of property-instances, also known as tropes. In fact, tropes have been called “this-
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suches” in contemporary metaphysics.3 This whiteness is a classic example of a trope; a specific

instance of whiteness is a white trope.

Tropes are often used to avoid commitment to the existence of universals; Redness, for

example, can be the set of all the redness tropes. Most trope theories, therefore, are nominalist

theories. Plato’s trope theory, as I said before, is not a nominalist theory. Timaeus originally

distinguishes two types of entity in his account of the generation of the universe, those that

always and unchangeably exist, and those that come to be, change, and pass away, never

remaining the same thing (27d5-28a4). The first class are the Forms; the second he later calls

images of Forms. Later, Timaeus adds a third type of entity, ostensibly because of the puzzle we

examined earlier (48e2-49b2). This third type seems to have only one member, which Timaeus

calls the Receptacle, and which we will take up a bit later.

For now, let’s look at the first two types. Although it is somewhat controversial to call the

Forms universals, for the purposes of this talk that will suit us just fine. Plato acknowledges the

existence of Forms, therefore we can call him a realist about universals. He also, at least in the

Timaeus, acknowledges the existence of tropes; in fact, Timaeus makes clear that his tropes are

images of Forms, since he extends his account of predication to everything that has come to be,

i.e., all entities of our second type. Predicates cannot properly be applied to any thing or stuff that

has come to be; being more careful, we should say that predicates should not be applied to any

apparent objects, since there now seem to be no ordinary objects out there in the world to which

we can refer. Instead, we are left with property-instances. Forms, therefore, are property-

universals, and Form images are property-instances. The only type-two entities, then, are tropes.

Timaeus’ examples of heat and whiteness, discussed earlier, point to this conclusion.

There he includes in the class of ‘suches,’ i.e., tropes, which he has already extended to the entire

class of Form images, not only heat and whiteness and other properties with opposites, but also

everything composed of these (50a2-4). The most obvious way to take the passage, it seems, is

that all apparent objects are, in fact, composed of tropes. In contemporary terms, Timaeus is

giving us a trope-bundle theory of particulars.

3 Schaffer 2001, p. 247, though Schaffer argues that tropes are better described as “here-suches.” I take his point,
but I’ll use “this-such” since it is more representative of contemporary trope theories.
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II. Bundles of Form Images

Bundle theories are, in large part, characterized by their rejection of substrata, so to argue

successfully that Plato embraces bundles of tropes in the Timaeus, I must argue that he does not

employ a substratum to underlie tropes. If he did, then tropes would inhere in a substratum, and

we would expect a third type of entity in the Timaeus to fulfill this ontological role. In fact, we

do get a third kind of entity, which seems to have one member, the Receptacle. In the remainder

of this section I will show how Plato uses the Receptacle to complement his bundle theory, and I

will provide some brief arguments against understanding the Receptacle to be a substratum.

Timaeus introduces the Receptacle with the puzzle we considered earlier. While he

denied that any apparent object—any this, where we take Timaeus to be pointing to an ordinary

object—could correctly be called F, Timaeus turns around to argue that there is a this that can be

stably designated, though it is not essentially characterized by any F, i.e., it has no properties, or

at least no properties that correspond to Forms or Form images. It is always the same, though, so

it can always be called by the same name. In fact, Timaeus calls it by several names, calling it

space, place, a seat for Form images, and that ‘in which’ Form images come to be and from

which they perish. He tells us that we see the need for the Receptacle when we think about the

material world and conclude that everything must be in some place to exist.4

Thus, the Receptacle provides a place for tropes to be. In fact, it does more than that,

since it provides us a principle for bundling tropes together; tropes that are co-located in the

Receptacle are, on my account, bundles. I take the Receptacle, then, to be absolute space rather

than substratum. Property-instances are, in a way, ‘reflected’ in space; they are dependent upon

the Receptacle just as reflections are dependent upon a mirror. A mirror doesn’t act as a

substratum to the images upon it, for they glide over its surface, bound to no specific part of it. It

is more accurate, then, to say that Form images appear in the Receptacle, rather than that they

are in the Receptacle, for it is unchanged by their appearance. Reflections are also, of course,

dependent on the object casting the reflection; just so, Form images are dependent upon Forms

for the content that is reflected in the Receptacle.

Several images that Timaeus uses for the Receptacle suggest, however, that it is a

substratum. The first analogy compares the Receptacle to some gold in which a sculptor is

continually molding different shapes (50a5-b6). The Receptacle is like the gold, because it

4 The world of eternal beings is excluded from this reasoning, since the Forms need be in no place to exist.
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always has the same nature (we assume, for the sake of the example, the gold is a basic kind of

stuff). “That is gold,” is always, then, true, even if we mold the gold into different shapes. In the

same way, “That is the Receptacle” is always true, even if it receives various Form images.

Timaeus also, in a second analogy, compares the Receptacle to a block of wax, in which are

stamped various impressions. To show those impressions well, the wax must be clean, soft, and

smooth. Likewise, the Receptacle must be well-prepared to receive Form images, in that it must

have no properties for which there are Form images, or else it would receive those images poorly.

These two images suggest that the Receptacle is some kind of basic stuff that receives and

displays Form images, rather than a medium or mirror in which they appear. I’ll give a quick

argument against taking the Receptacle to be stuff, then I will turn to arguments against taking it

to be a substratum, which is, I think, the underlying motivation for calling it stuff. The argument

takes off from the wax block model; if the Receptacle were some stuff into which things are

pressed, we would have difficulty seeing how Timaeus’ three types of entity, Forms, Form

images, and Receptacle, could account for all of reality. In particular, are Form images the things

pressed into the Receptacle, causing impressions in it, or are they the impressions that we see in

the Receptacle? Forms themselves cannot play the role of the stamps pressed into the Receptacle,

since Timaeus tells us that they do not enter into anything (cite), but that leaves only Form

images as the stamps. The impressions, though, i.e.,. the results of the stampings, are,

presumably, ordinary objects, the things we see and with which we interact. Are they a fourth

thing, or are they just parts of the Receptacle?

If they are a fourth type of thing, then we have to modify Timaeus’ ontology. But the

very scholars that advance this interpretation insist that there cannot be a fourth type of entity, so

this option seems closed to them.5 On the other hand, if ordinary objects are just parts of the

Receptacle, then we are left with a substratum theory, since ordinary objects would be parts of

the Receptacle that bear certain property-instances, just as substrata bear properties. This solution

is not without problems itself, even when taken just in relation to Timaeus’ ontology, because the

Receptacle is introduced in the middle of the dialogue as a new thing in addition to things that

5 The charge of introducing a fourth kind is often leveled by supporters of the substratum interpretation (e.g., Zeyl
2000, p. lx; Zeyl 1975, p. 134; cf. Zeyl 2012, §6) against supporters of Cherniss’ reading of 49d-50a (see Cherniss
1954, p. 129; Cherniss 1957a, p. 246; and Lee 1967, p. 27; cf. Miller 2003, p. 27.). Algra 1994, p. 102, appears to
endorse a four-kind ontology for the Timaeus similar to that of Cherniss. Of course Timaeus does not mention the
demiurge in his ontological schema, so we may have to introduce a fourth kind of thing, anyway, unless one
identifies the demiurge with one of the three mentioned categories. In that case, though, we should avoid introducing
a fifth.
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are (Forms) and things that come to be (ordinary objects). If ordinary objects were all along parts

of the Receptacle, though, it is hard to see how the Receptacle could be a new thing, rather than

an old thing seen in a new light. Furthermore, we would then get something that does not come

to be, the Receptacle, out of the class of entities that come to be, which is odd, to say the least.

Putting aside these concerns, let us look at the consequences of taking the Receptacle to

be a substratum. It must either function as one substratum or as many, i.e., with its parts serving

as substrata. In the latter case, it is likely divided into parts that each function as a substratum for

an ordinary material object (or a part thereof). 6  When a material object moves, then, the

substratum must also move. But Plato calls the Receptacle “place,” so this would mean that

places can change place; that is, when an object changes place its place or substratum would also

change place. Not only is this absurd, but there is absolutely no textual evidence for it.

Furthermore, since the Receptacle is space as well as place and substratum, on this view,

each object takes up a certain amount of space; that amount of space should, it seems, be the

same size as its substratum. But, then, when an object gets bigger or smaller, it takes up more or

less space, so its substratum must also get bigger or smaller. So the Receptacle, which is

supposed to be essentially unchanged by the things in it, must increase or decrease in size based

on the size of the things in it, which seems absurd.

If the Receptacle is not, however, divided into parts, then it must function as one

substratum, presumably for the universe as a whole. But, if this is the case, then it is no longer

apparent how it functions as a substratum to ordinary objects. What does it mean for all objects

to have one common substratum, if not that all objects are in the same space? Thus, we should

not see the Receptacle as a substratum, but as absolute space, providing locations in which Form

images may be co-located.

III. A Platonic Bundle Theory

A. Bundles and Bodies

Given that the proper objects of Becoming are property-instances, so that bodies are just

derivatively in the category of Becoming, need we count bodies as entities at all? Recall that

Timaeus has told us not to call anything to which we can point—any body or stuff—by any

name. The ‘object’ does not have its properties permanently, and so we should not say that is F.

6 Zeyl 2000, p. lx-lxi, cuts the Receptacle into substrata in such a way.
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Since that collection of properties—the bundle of tropes—may ‘exist’ for only a moment, should

we say that it is something over and above its constituents? There are two distinct questions here:

1) Should we say that the bundle of properties exists? 2) Should we say that the apparent body

exists? These two objects, the bundle and the apparent body, may, in fact, be distinct things. For

instance, the object might persist, while the bundle might be momentary. If we hold the

reasonable assumption that a bundle exists only as long as it has the same constituents, then we

have a new bundle every time a constituent-trope comes to be or perishes, which might well be at

every moment (perhaps every bundle has a temporally indexed trope which perishes after a

moment and is replaced by a distinct momentary trope). A body, however, seems to be less

dependent on its constituents. We think that many bodies can lose parts without becoming

different objects; I can have a hair cut without becoming a different human being.

Supposing, then, that bundles and bodies are not the same things, does Plato countenance

either in his ontology? Given that tropes are the basic elements of Becoming, and that nothing in

the Timaeus plays the role of a substratum, ordinary objects are, in some sense, bundles of tropes,

since any given object has many tropes. Timaeus also speaks of ‘things composed of’ property-

instances, as in 50a3-4. So we have reason to grant bundles the status of derived entities; they are

not fundamental entities, since they are completely dependent on Form images (and the

Receptacle) for their existence, but they do, in some sense, exist.

In our metaphysically perspicuous language, however, it seems that bodies, in contrast to

bundles, do not exist; this is just what Timaeus was telling us when he told us not to give a body

any name. We should only name the ‘suches’, property-instances. Timaeus does, however,

countenance things composed of property-instances, i.e., bundles. And bundles are either the

constituents of material objects (if a body is, for example, a spatially and temporally continuous

sum of momentary bundles) or identical to material objects. So shouldn’t we grant them

existence, too? There are several reasons to do so, starting with the fact that the Timaeus, taken

as a whole, is an account of the generation of the universe, which is, according to Timaeus, an

ensouled body. All we need to do is recall the difference between talk of our fundamental

ontology and our expanded ontology, which includes derived objects. Timaeus does not, as I

admitted earlier, maintain his metaphysically perspicuous way of speaking through the remainder

of the dialogue. It would be extremely difficult to maintain such a manner of speech throughout

the dialogue, so Timaeus trusts us to remember his point and interpret his speech in light of it.
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And so, when we list our basic ontology, we should include only Forms, Form images, and the

Receptacle, where Form images are understood to be tropes, not bodies. When we consider our

expanded ontology, however, we should include bundles and material objects, since these are

both derived from Form images. Bodies and bundles only exist, then, insofar as their

ontologically more basic constituents, Form images, exist.

B. Unity and Persistence

Opponents of bundle theories often point to the lack of unity in a bundle. Why, they ask,

does that group of tropes count as one particular object? I think Plato has two answers to this

question, although he would also be wary of attributing unity to particulars; one of the ways

particulars are distinguished from Forms, after all, is because they are multi-form, with many

changeable properties, while Forms are uniform, each one being one universal property. With

this proviso in place, however, Plato would first respond that certain sums of Form images

(tropes) are unified because they are in the same place. Co-location serves a unifying function.

When some Form images are in one region, then, they compose object. In this way,  co-location

provides the metaphysical ‘glue’ that bundles Form images: bundles are maximal collections of

co-located Form images.7 Sensible particulars are nothing ‘over and above’ Form images at a

location, meaning that sensible particulars are derived entities, fully dependent on more basic

entities, i.e., tropes.

While co-location gives us bundles at times, we still have to consider what makes

something the same bundle over time. Plato is not, on my account, a mereological essentialist

about bundles; he doesn’t think a bundle persists as long as it retains all and only the same

constituents. Rather, a bundle persists as long as it retains the same natural kind Form image.8

Natural kind properties, broadly construed, serve to structure bundles by means of a relation of

7 More precisely: x is a bundle =df there is a location L, a time t, and a non-empty set S of Form images such that:
(i) x is located at L at t, (ii) each member of S is located at L at t, (iii) each Form image that is located at L at t is a
member of S, (iv) each member of S is a constituent of x at t, and (v) each constituent of x at t shares-at-t some
constituent with some member of S.

8 So bundle x = bundle y iff there is a spatially and temporally continuous path linking x and y and each bundle in
that path (including x and y themselves) has as a constituent an image of the same natural kind Form. More
precisely: for any bundles b1 and b2, locations L1 and L2, and instants t1 and t2, if b1 is located at L1 at instant t1 and
b2 is located at L2 at instant t2, then b1=b2 if and only if: there is a spatiotemporally continuous series P of <location,
instant> pairs whose first member is <L1, t1> and whose last member is <L2, t2>, and there is a natural kind Form K
such that: for each member <L, t> of P, there is a bundle b of Form images that is located at L at t and that has an
image of K as a constituent.
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“necessarily bringing along” and a relation of “necessarily excluding.” 9 For example, it is

necessary that, if an image of Fire is a constituent of x, then an image of Hot is also a constituent

of x, and the two images be co-located (i.e., in the same region of the Receptacle).10 Conversely,

it is necessary that an image of Cold not be a constituent of x if an image of Fire is a constituent

of x.11 In this way, natural kind Form images “necessarily bring along” and “necessarily exclude”

other images and, thus, structure the bundles of which they are constituents. For example,

Socrates’ image of Humanity—his most salient natural kind—“necessarily brings along” an

image of Size, since every human being is some size or another. If Socrates becomes smaller

with age, he loses that image of Size and gains a different one; such a change does not destroy

the bundle that is Socrates, however, since it retains the same natural kind image of Humanity.

Since a given bundle can have several natural kind Form images, it persists until it loses the final

one. For example, when a clay statue is flattened, it loses the statue natural kind but retains the

lump of clay natural kind, so the bundle (and the object) can be said to persist, even though we

would no longer call it a statue.

C. Abundance of Tropes

Plato takes steps toward a sparse trope theory, which is surprising, since he is often held

to countenance a wide range of Forms. A complete scientific account of the physical world

would likely indicate that some predicates do not have corresponding Form images. Timaeus

embarks on a scientific “likely story” that postulates elemental triangles as the fundamental

particles of the physical world. The predicates of these particles (or, of their further elements, if

they have any—Plato is careful to allow for this possibility) have corresponding Form images,

9 This relation is very similar to David Lewis’ notion of “involvement” in his discussion of structural universals:
“there  is  a  necessary  connection between  the  instantiating  of  the  structural  universal  by  the  whole and  the
instantiating  of other  universals  by the [proper] parts [of that whole]. Let  us say that  the  structural universal
involves these other universal” (Lewis 2006, p. 27). We can see Form images that “necessarily bring along” other
Form images as “structured tropes” (as opposed to structured universals).

Are there Forms of “necessarily bringing along” and “necessarily excluding”? An answer to this question requires
an investigation of relations among Forms, a project I don’t take up here. The Sophist may, however, provide some
guidance on this issue, since it discusses relations between the ‘greatest kinds’ such that Being can share in
Difference with respect to Motion, just as Fire, for example, would share in Necessarily Bringing Along with respect
to Heat.

10 More generally, whenever an image of F “necessarily brings along” a image of G:
x (y (Constituent(y, x) & ImageOf(y, F)) z (ImageOf(z, G) & Constituent(z, x))), where Constituent(y, x)
means that y is a constituent of x and ImageOf(y, F) means that y is an image of F.

11 Whenever an image of F “necessarily excludes” an image of H:
x (y (Constituent(y, x) & ImageOf(y, F)) z (ImageOf(z, H) & Constituent(z, x)))
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but other predicates may be, in the end, reducible to the Form images of fundamental particles.

For example, heat is said to be a consequence of the shape of elemental triangles. The size of

ordinary objects, I’d argue, can also be reduced, in this case to the size, number, and arrangement

of elemental triangles. If there is a Form image of Size, then, it may only apply to these

fundamental particles, rather than to—speaking loosely—ordinary material objects. Such a

sparse trope theory is, it seems, remarkably similar to contemporary trope theories.

Our possible sparse trope theory is also compatible with the bringing along and excluding

relations discussed above, but the story is now more sophisticated. The elements can be

identified with our structured bundles. An image of Fire is a structure that can be ‘filled in’ with

triangles; in fact, an image of Fire comes into being when those triangles are configured in a

certain way. An image of Triangularity, of course, also brings along certain Form images, such

as being right-angled, trilateral, shaped, and so on. In other words, a fire trope comes to be in a

region when a certain configuration of triangle tropes come to be in that region, where the

triangle tropes come to be just in case certain other tropes, such as angle tropes, shape tropes, etc.,

come to be in that region. Since, then, the elemental triangles are themselves bundles, we have

structured bundles even at the elemental level.

IV. Conclusion

I have not been able to defend many of the details of Plato’s trope-bundle theory. A more

detailed treatment would go into more detail about the range of Form images, the composition of

bundles out of Form images, the relation between bundles and objects, the persistence conditions

of Form images, bundles, and objects, the nature of the elemental triangles, and the nature of the

Receptacle and co-location. It would also provide a more detailed treatment of the key passages

of the Timaeus, thereby allowing more detailed arguments against opposing views. I do, in fact,

go into those details in other work. But I hope to have given you some reasons, just now, to think

that Plato’s ontology includes tropes in the Timaeus, that ordinary objects are composed of these

tropes, and that the resulting Platonic trope bundle theory is worthy of interest from

contemporary trope bundle theorists.
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